




Each question below has two blanks. There are five pairs 

of words below the sentence. From the options, choose 

the one that gives the correct combination of words that 

fit in the blanks.



She _______ for the opportunity to _______ her 

creativity and problem-solving skills in a challenging 

and fulfilling job.

1. booted, shatter

2. longed, glaring

3. yearned, employ

4. persecuted, utilise

5. None of these



The team _______ a challenging discussion as they 

negotiated the terms of the _______ business deal with 

the potential partners.

1. upfronted, significant

2. anticipated, complex

3. created, customised

4. organised, external

5. None of these



When a startup brings innovation and ________ 

technology to the market, it takes time to become 

_______.

1. disruptive, profitable

2. complex, established

3. skyrocketed, noxious

4. scraping, detrimental

5. None of these



_______ crime in the art world will help _______ a 

healthy creative economy.

1. Causing, form

2. Addressing, deploy

3. tackling, foster

4. Eradicating, emphasise

5. None of these



_______ for public transportation whenever possible not 

only reduces emissions but also _______ traffic 

congestion.

1. Cheering, provide

2. Embarking, eases

3. Preferring, lodges

4. opting, alleviate

5. None of these



In the following questions two statements have been 

given with connectors given as options. You have to 

select that option which could connect both the sentences 

and make them grammatically and contextually correct.



1. There’s a lot of moralising around our use of devices 

and social media.

2. Only you know if your phone is stopping you from 

doing other more important stuff

1. And

2. Because

3. Since

4. But

5. Hence



1. I was in constant touch with family and friends 

through technology.

2. It was almost impossible to have any idea what was 

going on with my loved ones from an emotional and 

mental standpoint.

1. Unless

2. Although

3. Nevertheless

4. And

5. None of these



1. We are all aware about how the tomato prices shot up 

and food inflation was sort of heating up a bit.

2. Prices are now cooling down with the country having 

received decent rain.

1. And

2. Even though

3. While

4. Also

5. Besides



In the given question, a word has been mentioned and there 

are three ways in which the word has been used in either 

similar or different ways. You are required to check which 

of the sentences have correctly used the highlighted word, 

and mark that as your answer.



Exacerbated

I. Her stress levels were exacerbated by the looming deadline and increased 

workload at the office.

II. The economic downturn exacerbated the financial difficulties faced by 

many small businesses.

III. The invasive species, which escaped into the wild, has exacerbated and is 

now threatening the native ecosystem.

1. Both I and II

2. Both I and III

3. Both II and III

4. Only I

5. Only II



PIVOTAL

I. The small scratch on the car's bumper was pivotal and didn't require 

immediate repair.

II. Education is often considered pivotal in breaking the cycle of poverty and 

improving one's life prospects.

III. The typo in the document was relatively pivotal and didn't affect the 

overall message.

1. Only III

2. Both II and III

3. Only II

4. Both I and III

5. All I, II and III



STIFLING

I. The stifling heat of the midday sun made it nearly impossible to enjoy 

outdoor activities.

II. The overwhelming workload and constant pressure from the boss created a 

stifling work environment.

III. Her overprotective parenting style was stifling her child's independence 

and self-confidence.

1. Only III

2. Both II and III

3. Only I

4. Both I and III

5. All I, II and III



DETRIMENT

I. The sudden increase in taxes had a significant detriment on small 

businesses in the area.

II. The team's communication was so good that their project plan became 

detriment, leading to success and fame.

III. The archaeologists uncovered a small detriment of pottery that dated back 

to ancient civilizations

1. Only III

2. Both II and III

3. Only I

4. Both I and III

5. All I, II and III



TENUOUS

I. Her tenuous grasp on the difficult subject matter made it challenging for her 

to excel in the course.

II. The delicate negotiations between the two countries were in a tenuous 

state, with peace hanging by a thread.

III. With only a tenuous promise to rely on, he wasn't sure if he could trust 

that the project would be completed on time.

1. Only III

2. Both II and III

3. Only I

4. Both I and III

5. All I, II and III
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